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NUCLEAR HARDNESS SURVEILLANCE
FOR AN AIR FORC E WEAPON SYSTEM

by

D. A. Shupe, Capt . , USAF and S. H. Fitch ’
Ogden Air Logistics Center

Air Forc e Logistics Command
United States Air Force

Hill Air Force Base, Utah

0
AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS ASSOCIATION

THIRD ANNUAL VULNERABILITY/SURVIVABILITY SYMPOSIUM
Naval Amphibious Base

— Coronado, Ca lifornia , 8-10 November 1977

Hardness Surveil lance for major Air Force weapon systems is discussed. The
Hardness Surveillance Program consists of an Integrated set of periodic tests and
inspections designed to detect degradations caused by aging, environment , operation
or inadvertent maintenance and repair error which may compromis e system sur-
vivab ility against nuclear attack . The purpose of the program is to detect degra-
dation in time to facilitate corrective action before the hardness degradation is
widespr ea~~~)

Surveillance Program is based on tests and inspections conducted in the
field , at maintenance and repai r depots , and in the laboratory. The program ii
oriented towards known or suspected degradation modes that could comprom ise
system survivability . Depending upon the specific nuclear weap on pro~uced environ-
ment (blast and shock, electromag netic pulse (EMP) and nuclear radiation) testing
Is conducted at optimu m levels of assembly .

Initial results of recently implement ed sui\r eillance program elements related to
the environments of nuclear radiation are presented. Typical methods of analysis
are Illustrated describing how data may be analyzed for degradation trends and how
the expected service life of the hardware is predicted. This information In turn
provides the rationale for corrective action in a timely manner.

BACKGROUND - effectiveness plays a vital role in our country ’s
natio nal policy of deterrence of nuclea r war and

Weapon systems , e. g. , Minuteman , are Is an essentia l element In the Joint Chiefs of
designed , produced , and utilized to perform cer- Staff 8thgIe Integrated Operating Plan (SlOP), the
ta m operations to meet certain criteria and ob- top tier plan for our defense. The requirement
j ectives . In the case of Minuteman , the weapon exists , therefore, for long term comprehensive
system was designed , fabricated , upgraded , and efforts to maintain weapon system effectiveness
deployed to satisfy specific operationa l ca- for the duration of Minuteman deployment. The
pab ilities including nuclear surv ivability , the requirement also exists , consequently , for a long
ability to successfully execute a mission while term pro gram to quantify weapon system effec -
being exposed to the hostile effects of nuclea r tiveness *i it currently exists for the lifetime of
weapons . Whether or not the system , as the the system , for only through measured quantities
missile awaits use In the silo, Is ready to meet does system effectiveness have real meaning and
all requirements Is ext remely I mportant Infor- utili ty for SlOP.
mation relative to our count ry’s defense posture. The effectiveness of a weapon system Is de-

fined as a measure of the probability that the
This question of whether or not the system system will perform satisfactorily upon demand.

hardware will perform all functions critical to the The magnitude of thu effectiveness Is determined
mission may be measured in terms of weapon by probabilistic answers to the following
system effectiveness. Minuteman weapon system quesU~~~:

‘Rockwe ll Internationa l, Autonet ics Group 

~; Is the sy n* remdy to perform Its mlssloz
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2. How well will the system perform during attacks. Thus, simulat ed environment testing at
-: It s mission ; I.e. , Is It dependable? less than criter ia levels is the basis for the pro-

gram to continuously update weapon system
3. Will the system produce the desired effectiveness testing to support SlOP. This is the

effects; L e. , is it capable? Minuteman Weap on System Hardnes s Surveillance
Program.

The system effectivene ss Is the produ ct of
these prob abilities of avai lability , dependability , INTRODUCTION
and capability . Each of the major element prob-
abilities in turn involves the product of subelement The Minuteman Hardness Surveillance Pro-
probabilit ies. For e~~mple, the probabili ty that gram is an extended program of periodic tests and
the system is available is the product of (I) its inspections designed to detect degradations In the
availability In a non-hostile, pre launch environ - hardnes s of the operational system which would
ment and (2) its survivabi lity In a hostile , pre- not be otherwise identified during routine func-
launch environment. And , the pro bability that the tiona l testing. These tests and Inspections are

— . system is dependable is the product of (I) mission required because hardness degradation can occur
reliability in a non-hostile environment , (2) mIs- Independently of the capability of the system to
sion survivability in a hostile environment , and function in a non-hostile environment.
(3) penetrability.

- Hardness degradation of fielded systems can
The requirement for SlOP support results result from aging, environment, operational

fro m the fact that continued successful SlOP stresses and the effects of maintenance and re-development is dependent upon quantitative dat* pair. In this regard , maintenance and rep air
from which the system’s availability , depend- Includes all field and depot activities other thanability , and capability can be determined. Data system monitor ing. Among these activities arefrom Logistics Suppo rt activities are inadequate handling and transportation , Installation and re-
for this purpose because they are pri marily go! moval , and assembly and disassembly.no-go data repres enting a relatively small per-
centage of the total system. Data to support
STOP must be obtained , however , because many The Intent of Hardness Surveillance tests and
of the key system effectiveness subelements inspections is to detect hardness related degra-
(e.g. , 9uclear survivability) are rarely, if ever , dations In deployed hardware In a manner timely
exercised and have few , if any, built -in enough to permit corrective actions and preclude
self-checks . Minuteman sits relatively undis- the occurrence of unacceptable levels of hardness
turbed for long periods of time durIn g which de- degradation. A basic premise of the Minuteman
graded availability, dependabili ty, and/or Hardness Surveillance Prog ram Is that the
capability could go completely undetected, weapon system , as fielded , satisfies applicable

hardness requirements, and that baseline data
Witho ut a prog ram to determine hardness exist with resp ect to hardness related perform-

parameters throughout weapon system lifetime , ance cha racteristics. Minuteman hardware was
cady partia l Information would be available to designed and demonstrated to meet hardness
determine system effectiveness. Non-hardness requirements.
related parameters, e. g., reliabi lity and
accuracy are obtained by flight testing/analysis Given this baseline of acceptable hardness,
and other measurement s. But , there is no way, the periodic tests and inspections performed
under present political restraints , to actual ly under Hardness Surveillance provide an on-going
test nuclear hardness parameters , since nuclear evaluation of hardware with respect to the es-
weapon tests are not allowed. In addition, tablished hardness baseline. If the accumulated
criteria nuclear weapons exposures for some data for any given tests or Inspections indicate
nuclear environments are degrading so that hard- trends towards unacceptable hardness levels for

k ware so test ed could not be replaced in the inven- the hardware under evaluation , corrective
— 

tory for future use, actions are recommended.

So, for both technica l and political reasons, The program described in this paper was
full scale testing of nuclear hardne ss is not developed (as described in Ref. I l l  for the Guid-
feasible . However , there are sound technical vice and Control System) by the Air Force
approaches to surmount this problem. Testp are Systems Command (SAMSO) with support from
made in simulated environments at much less the original design contractors. Basically, the
than criteria levels. Provided that failure development consisted of (I) identification of
mechanisms are well understood , such testing non-nuclear degradation mechani sms which
provides high confidence in weapon system could cause degradation of hardness design fea-
surv ivability under low level nearest neighbor lures of launch essential /mission critical hard-
attack s and somewhat leseer confidence In weapon ware items , (2) IdentificatIon and pr lorI tlzat lon
system survivabi lity under high level direct of those hardware Items which can degrade in a
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non-nuclear environment and thus degrade bard- The program is summarized in Tables I and
ness, and (3) defInItion of a candidate list of II , for Field Activities and Depot/Test Facili ty
te8ts and inspections which was then screened Activities , respectively. As shown In Table I ,
and optimized to meet technical, cost , and ached- the Field Test Activity portion comprises inspec-
ule constraints prior to implementation. tions, shock, mechanical, and electromagnetic

pulse (EMP) teats ; and sample collections . The
The resulting Hardness Surveillance Program inspections are intended to ensure the repre-

which Is described in Ref. 121, consists of inspec- sentativeneas of the hardware for testing In addi-
tions in the field and at maintenance and rep air tion to obta ining data on visually observable
depots and the testing of various hardware degradation. Shock and mechanical tests , of
assemblies both in the field and in the laboratory. which Fig. 1 and 2 are examples, are designed
Depending upon the specific hostile environmental to measure , In situ , the performanc e of hard-
effects , testing is conducted at cost effective wa re with resp ect to the shock and blast envi ron-
levels of assembly from transistors and isle- nients generated by nuclear weapons . EMP tests
grated circuits up to the entire Launch Facili ty , illustrated in Fig. 3, are to do the same with
Data related to the continuing hardness of the respect to the EMP environments generated.
system , whether generate d specifically on the The sample collections are , as the name
Surveillance Program or available from hard- implies , activities of removing hardware for
ness ma intenance or other efforts are acquired , tests which are not performed in the launch
stored , and compared periodically with previous complex.
baseline data. Statistical and other analyses are
performed to estimate current system hardness Several of these latter tests are listed In
based on the data base provided by the tests and Table II which includes all the testing /Inspec-
inspections. The information and res ults gen- tions not performed in the field. These are the
erated provide up-to-date data on the “as-is ’s tests and inspections (T/I’s) which are more
nuclear hardness of the weap on system during logically performed on hardware remo ved from
the operational phase of its life. . the field. In addition , several of the activities

address missile electronics aero space vehicle
Surve illance is related to a nu mber of pro- equipment (AyE) hardness with resp ect to

gra ms which have been implemented to ensure nuclear radiation environments.
that design hardness is mainta ined throughout
the weapon life cycle - pr oduction , assembly and
checkout , operation , maintenance and repair , ‘ PROGRAM STATUS
redesig n and reprocurement. All of these pro-
grams have , as their objective , the assurance The Surveillance Program was carefully set
of system nuclea r hardness during the various up for efficient implementation . The program
operational phases. Surveillance is in essence was developed by SAMSO , Air Force Systems
the assurance progra m for the deployment phase Comma nd for Ogden ALC , Air Force Logistics
of the weapon system. Command. For effective transition of resp onsi-

bility , the program was divided into three
This prog ram is called Hardness Surveil- phases with management responsibility assigned

lance. Basically h i s  a progra m which monitors appropriately as shown in Table III. The overall
potent ially degradable hardness-related hard- schedule for the three phases , and mana gement
ware , detects degradation should It occur , dc . transfer are also shown in Table fT . At the
fines the appropriate actions , and provides present time , November 1977, Program
effectiveness measures of the corrective action Management Responsibility Transfer (PMR T), is
required to preclude these degradat ions from partially completed. This means that only some
creating a wartime vulnerability within the of the tests and Inspections have been demon-
weapon system. strated by SAMSO , and have been accepted and

are being implemented by Ogden . The master
PROGRA M DESCR IPTION schedu le showing the status of different T/I

groups is presented in Fig. 4. As shown therein ,
The Surveil lance Program as presently con- the start of implementation is spread over

stituted represents the result of considerable approx imately a year and a half . Consequently,
evolution and development. Because of coat con- at this time only a small pa rt of Surveillance can
atraints , not all desirable tests aid Inspections be reported. Therefore , this paper is concerned
are included , rather only those conside red re- only with those activities that have actually begun ,
quired. The mix of tests and inspections pro - i. e. , Computer Radiation Tests , Piece Parts
vides a high level of confidence for system Radiation Tests , and the Field/Depot Surveys.
survivabi lity agnlnat nearest neighbor attacks,
I .e. , agnlnst those vulnerabilitles existing under RESULTS
attacks which could kill more than one missile.
The program also provides somewhat lesser Hardness SurveIllance is a test program , as
confidence in weapon system survivability apInst indicated by the amount of effort required for
direct attack, testing, bit the ana lysis and Interpretation of

S
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I
TABLE 1

Surveillance Field Activities

TEST OR INSPECTION Cr/I) IDENTIFICATION

Facili ty Pre-Test ~~ock Mechanical EMP Post-EMP Sample
Identificatio n Inspections Tests Teats Tests Tests Collections

Launch Floor/Rack Tapp ed Penetrations Sample
Equipment Test Thread Load Test Collections
Room Test Transmission Foam Blocks

Spring Force Paths Test In ction Elastomeri cLaunch Checklist Blast Valve
Facility Inspections Low-Level ~~i.r rawe r ~~L Lngs

Test 1ors 
~~ock
Mounts

Launch Floor /Rack Blast Power Line G&C CoolantSupport Test Damper Test Penetrations
Bldg. Test

Launch Floor/Rack Blast Valve Penetrations
Control Test Low-Level Test
Cente r Test TransmissionLauncn 

~~ “li ~ 
.
~
. 

~ 
Insp ection

Control 
_________ __________ ___________ ____________ 

of Drawer None
Facility Launch 

Inspections 
Floor /Rack Blast Valve Powe r Line Inter iors

Control Test Low-Level Penetrations
Equipment Test Test

______ 

Bldg. 
________ _________ __________ __________ ________ _________

TABLE II

Surveillance Depottrest Facility Activities

Test or Inspection Cr/I) Descri ption Test Article s

Semi -conductor Piece -Part Radiation Tests Semi -conductors
Guidance & Control System Coolant Fungus Test Coolant from Plumbing Set
Foam Block Static/I)ynamic Compression Tests Missile Suspension System and Launch

Equipment Room Floor Foam Blocks
Elastomer Peel Test ~~ock Mount of Launcher Distribution Panel
Elastome ric Spring Static and Dynamic Tests Missile Suspension System Elastomer ic Spring

• 
Missile Guidance Set High-Level Pr ompt —y Test Missile Guidance Set 

-

Flight Computer Low-Level Prompt-y Radiation Flight Compute r
Test
Depot/Field Inspections Guidance and Control System

TABLE fT

____________ — 

HSP Management Responsibility 
_____________

Phase Purpose Responsibility Support Schedule

Definition Define Program SAMSO Ogden ALC, SAC 74, 75
Preparation Make Ready SAMSO Ogden ALC, SAC Jan 76- Jun 78
Implementation Execute Program Ogden ALC SAMSO, SAC Jul 78 and on

4
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SLACK In addition , at the first Indication of a problem , a
CABLE —\ system impact analysis will be performed to as-

\.,
~~~

. tag alert or prob lem limits. The analys is flow Ia
illustrated in FIg. 6.

\ 

a
~~~~~~~~

/ 

certain the seriousness of the problem of exceed-

II II. ~ ~ ~I~~>lU Only limited information is available for the
jj 0 ~ ~ ~~~~ J~

[ FLOOR DROP analysis/utilination of data from specific T/I ’s
TI ‘

~~~ ~ II ~ cJ fQ~
Lr1~ If TE T at this time. Data are avai lable from Depot!

I ~ ~ IriII4~ P I Field Surveys , Piece Parts Testing, and Flight

— w~~~~~~~c~~~~~~~t ~; ~:f ’ 8
— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ for implementation on a one time only basis with

LER FLOOR fu ture activities dependent upon the results/
benefits from the first year ’s activities . The

~ j computer test results do however fall into the
______ I ~ area of a typical Surveillance T/I, and are pre-U l sented . One other T/I has been started. Blast
U valve test demonstrations have been performed
______ 

and init ia l Implementation has begun . However ,
i i the data analysis has not been completed in timeIi~ ii t V for inclusion in this paper. -

Ii ii WEIGHT DR OP
I— TEST

~ 

‘11 J 
DELAY LINE

Fig. 1. Floor/Rack Shock Tests J 1. .-_. ~~ ‘• ~~~ ‘‘ I.
_ _ _  I

test data are most important survei llance con- Q
~TRI GGER 

~, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

siderations . Since the program is designed not ~ . ~_ ~ ~~~ i;• p ”
mere ly to detect problems , but also to detect 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~
‘

incipient problems in the form of degradation I ’ ’ ‘

trends before there Is any impact on force ca- 24~ ICC BLAST VALVE Spabi lity , rigorous analysis is mandatory .

In gener al , It is expected that most of the / N
data obtained under the progra m will be negative ,
i. e. ,  showing no change , no hardness degrada - • INSPECT FOR CORROSION. DEBRIS
tion. Therefore , a large percentage of the data ~~~
handling is expected to be rout ine. However , in • ME ASURE REBOUND RESISTANCEana lyzing all data , trend s will be searched for
degradation indications . If trend s are found ,
they will be examined for statistical significance , _

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_ /and predictions will be made as to the time at
which the trend actually turns Into a problem ,
I. e., service life estimates will be made. The ~. 

j.

general approach to trend analysis is shown In . ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~Fig. 5. The data will be plotted a. shown with . ~~ ~~~• ; ~~ •~the measured variable against selected pa- ___

ram eters , e. g., number of field hours, number _______
of times repaired , etc. The chart will also con- 1
tam alert and problem limits, derived from hard- ~ . 

~I #~. ,: ‘‘
~~; ~~~~

tically derived trend line (explained variation) and 
__

ware specifications . Intersection of the statis- .‘ ,~
‘ ~~~~~~~

tolerance limits (unexplained variation) with alert
or problem limits will guide the trade off of op-
tions such as increased test frequency or In-
creased sample sine to verify the trend, or new
tests or Inspectio ns, or some corrective action. Pig. 8. 1las~ Valve P i.ld Tr1 .r Test
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I NSTR 
were conducted by observing the handling, test ,

PULSER I 
UMENTS repair , and Inspection activities and by detailed

— — 
CW discussions with shop and management

~ ~~ __..__.Z TDR personnel.
~
#_

~~~~~
—_ 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
--.  

- .
No major problems were found at either

depot. In general , and as was found in previous
surveys conducted under Minuteman Production
Hardness Assurance, maintenance personnel are
qualified, cooperative, and have a basic under-

r ri. standing of hardness concerns . However, the
r 

~ r ICF survey team found that the survey itself tended tor r 111 reemphasIze hardness concerns and to reinforcerrr 11rr awareness. Some of the discussions indicated
that periodic hardness awareness training was

PULSER cw necessary not only to take care of personnel
ED TDR changes but to serve as a reminder of past

training.

In the hardware area , some minor problems

~ NEAREST were found as follows :
SPLICE CASE

I. Corrosion deposits around coolant fittings

~~~

J 

and attach mounts in the MGS. (Neutrallratlon
procedures to prevent corrosion have been

jj implemented.)

HARD SITE fl 2. MGS handling equipment needed protective

HEAD / magnetic (EM) critical surface .. (Pads have

~~~~~J 
WEATHER 

- pad replacement to prevent scratching electro-
PULSER been replaced. )

Q -
~~~ 3. Downstage cable EM test fixtures need

C C refurbishment to prevent worn connectors from
damaging flight hardware. (Connectors have
been ordered. )

Fig. 3. LF/LCF EMP Tests
4. Flight computer gas fill system has

potential for incorrect mixture fill. (A
foolproof fill procedure is being developed. )

Depot/Field Surveys
5. Some non-hard parts were In stock and

Under the Minuteman Program maintenance need to be removed from system. (Parts have
concept, no rep airs are performed at the oper- been removed. )
ationa l sites on any electronic hardware. Re-
placement parts and modules may be installed , 6. Hardness Critical Items (HCI’s) are not
but defective hardware is retu rned to one of the so ident ified In the Technical Manuals and are
two maintenance depots for rep air. The two therefore not always known by shop personnel
depots are Newark Air Force Station (AF (Since changes in the manuals are inappropriate,
Guldence/Metrology Lab) for the Missile Ould- supplementary documentation identifying Ha’s
ance Set CMOS) and Ogden Air logistics Center has been provided. )
for all other hardware. Procedures for all field
and depot operations are thoroughly documented In summary , the surveys found Depot oper-
In Technical Manuals into which hardness con- ations to be acceptable with only minor problems
sidera tions have been integrated . which were identified for corrective action.

Tlaas, specific Items to Improve the reliability
Purposes of the surveys were to verify that of force hardness were accomplished sad

hardness maintenance activities are suffIcient the benefit of stimulat ing hardness
to identify , prevent , and correct hardne ss awarenes s among program personnel
deficiencies ; that data, equipment, and training war accomp lished .
are adequate ; and to identify areas of improve-
ment. The surv ey team was composed of Piece Parts Testing
members , one each representing radIation
effects engineering, logistics engineering, and In general , the radiation hardness of d ee-
quality assurance engineering. The surveys tronic systems lies In the basic semiconductor

- 
—
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ACTIVITY J I F I M I A I M I J I J I A I S I O I N I D  J I F I M I A I M~J~~ IA 1 S I o I N I 0
IMPLEMENT PSIRT IMPLEMENTMAJOR MILESTONES 0370 IMPLEMENT BLAST IMPLEMENT INTEGRATED FIELO

______________________________ 

TESTING y y VALVE TESTING ~ NS 2O TESTING ¶7 TESTING

DESIGN EVAL
INTEGRATED FIELD TESTS I4STE INTEG ______ 

WING V (F WING I SOD I (CF

OEM~ 
WING V (CF ~~ 

IMPLEMENTATION

HSTE DESIGN
BLAST VALVE TESTS DESIGN EVAL. INTEG. & DEMO VAFB

INPtE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~11111111 I1111II1111111111 •~~~==~~~! ~‘ 

II V I

r— NSTE DESIGN
0370 COMPUTE R RAD IATION ________

TESTS OS
IMPLEMENTATION

ANAHEIM

SITE/NSTE DEMO _________

NS-2O MISSILE GUIDANCE SET TEST PREP /S COORO —RADIATION TESTS - —

IMPL EMENTATION P.1. ____________________________________

)‘TH NESNOLD

PIECE PART RADIATION TESTS NIGH LEVEL )’
TOTAL )’ DOSE

REPORT

HAFB

FIELD/DEPO T SURVEYS NAFS

REPORT _______ -

Fig. 4. Hardness Surveillance Program Schedule

pa rts thewselves. There are some circuit
effects especially with those environments which

- produce transient effects but hardness is pri - -~ 
-

— BASELINE ~~~~~~ man ly an integral characteristic of piece parts .
STATISTICALTOLERANCE LIMITS IALERT) Consequently, any system hardness aging or
ThENO LINE degradation due to any cause must show up in the

— BASELINE behavior of parts. And , the effects can be tested

The statement Is especially true for those

~~~~~~ DISTRIBUTiON at the parts level of assembly.

... nuclear environments which produce permanent.. 
________-

~~~ 

o dama ge. Neutrons and total (Integrated) ioni-
nation radiation dose produce permanent gain

— STATISTICAL degradation in transistors while X-rays can pro-
DISTRIBUTION duce tha~momechanica l dama ge. On the other

TRACKING PARAMETER E D  FIELD SERVICE TIMI head, Ionizing rad iation and EMP environments
NUMBER OP MAINTENANCE/R EPAI R CYCLES. ETC. produce transient effects In addition to permanent

effects like burnout . In testing for such environ-
ments , the parts must be active and data must be
accumulated during the actual test exposure. Sut
In any event , piece part testing Is a viable method

Fig. 5. Trend Chart of determining hardness aging or degradation.

•1

-
_ 

~~~~~~~~~~
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ACQUIRE ACQUIR E I The test samples were taken from a single
I FIELD T/I I FACILITY T/ I 

missile guidance computer which had been
fielded 4-1/2 years. In the Minuteman missile,DATA DATA the flight computer controls both the ground and

I I airborne equipment and therefore is actually
operating 100 percent of the time. Therefore ,
the parts had accu mulated a total operating time

VALIDATE . i of 35, 871 hours. Any hardness degradation
would be expected to show up If these data are

DATA new.
I REDUCE I different from data taken on similar parts when

The critical hardness parameters are pni-
ANALYZE DATA I man ly diffusion lot dependent so that parts from

‘FOR DEGRADA- I the same lot are essentially the same. Metal-
TION TRENDS J lization lots and Q. A. or receiving lots only

have a minor impact. Therefore , comparison

THERE NO RECORD! 

of “aged” data is made with the same parameters

1 
measured on parts taken from the same dl!-

REPORT fusion lots when new (baseline data).<~,~ EN3.# >hl RESULTS
____________ A total of seven part types were tested , two‘

~
rYES transistors and five integrated circuits with a

_________  I minimum of 10 individuals of each part type. The

ESTIMATE I i ANALYZE i part types are listed in Table N.

I SERVICE I FOR SYSTEM I The data are obtained in the form of mean-LIFE IMPACT 
] ured photocurrent (current developed by the

irradiation) as a function of dose rate. InI general, photocurrent is proportional to dose

~~~~~~~~~

A No RECORD/ 
so a plot of values obtained should result

1 

In a straight line. Typical data obtained are
REPORT shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for the Level Detec-

PROBLEM RESULTS ton , Part Number 0530 and Fig. 9 for the Input
Network, Part Number 0537. For each of the

ES three figures, two sets of data were taken in 1971
I RECOMMEND! I and 1977, the former with the White Sunds LINAC
I IMPLEMENT I and the latter with the Ogden ALC LINA C. Ex-
I CORRECTIVE I cel lent agreement of the two sets of data was

ACTIONS obtained, indicating that operational life/usage
and typical handlIng/maintenance/transportation,
etc. , did not have an adverse effect on hardness ,

Fig. 6. Data Utilization Flow at least for these samples. Data obtained with
other parts , while not having such tight distri-
butions , stil l yielded the same result , no evi-
dence of hardness degradation with usage and
aging. Thus , earlier work on Minuteman I and 11Different margins of safety exist for the tr~~~1stors ~~ef. 131 and 141) which did not showvarious nuclear environments. In the Minuteman evidence of aging/degradation has been rein-System, the environment of most concern is the forced. However , it should be remembered thationizing radiation environment, e. g., prompt lack of evidence of aging degradation is not thegamma and X-radlation. Because of system same as evidence of a lack of aging degradation.desige, parts response at both threshold and Consequently, these results cannot be entrap-criteria levels is of interest as Is the response olated to other part types nor to otherof parts with respect to the total (integrated) environments.radiation dose. Consequently , the piece parts

test effort includes these three aspects of the
Ionizing radiation environment : (1) threshold Missile Guidance Computer
level , (2) criterIa level, and (3) tota l dose.

The computer Is the “brains” of the weapon
At the present time , only preliminary system electronics. It not only contr ols the

threshold gamma data are available for report - missile in flight but atho contro ls and monitors
ing. The testing is complete but the analysis is the missile and all operational ground else-
still being performed. High level gamma and trunics while the missile Is in the silo. Be-
total dose testing have Just been completed, cause the electronic system is susceptible to
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TABLE N

Semiconductor Parts Tested

Equivalent
Semiconductor Part Function MM Part Commercial Part

(Name) Designation Designation

PNP Silicon Dual Switch Transi stor 472-0542 2N995
PNP Silicon General Purp ose Tran sistor 472-0543 2243A
Low Level Switch 477-0527 None
Read Preamplifier 477-0528 None
Triple High Level Hand Gate 477-0529 None
Level Detector 477-0530 None
Input Network 477-0537 None

io.e -— —________10.0 
477-0630 LTL MTNWSMR

AGED VS BASELINEAGED VS BASE
Vos

1.0
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477-0630 LTL MTN-WSMR

‘Uw
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0.01 0.01

o BASELINE ~WSMR) ~ BASELINE (WSMR)
* AGED (LIL MTh) • AGEO (ITt. MN)

0.001 000t
io6 1o~ io8 106 io~ io~DOSE RATE DOSE RATE

Fig. 7. Aged vs Baseline Data for the Level Fig. 8. Aged vs Baseline Data for the Leve.
F Detector, P/N 0530, V06 Detector , P/N 0530, V09

LINE DATA
4710637 LTL MTN-WSMR

transient upset due to ionizing radiation the
computer is mechanized to avoid the effects of
exposure. The mechanization, termed circum-
vention, essentially puts the computer “to1.0
sleep” during the exposure. After the exposure

‘U is past, lost or missing data are recreated
based on the most recent information contained

~~ o.1 In the memory. Circumvention is such that
many exposures can be handled by the system
without appreciable err- v being introduced into

0.01 the missile trajectory.
o SASELINE (WSMR)

AGED ILTL MN) The trip level for circumvention is set
o.oot -~ below the threshold for transient upset in the

i06 electronics. A radiation detection circuit, corn-
DOSE RATE posed basically of a sensitive transistor, is

used. The transistor is screened by flash
Fig. 9. Aged vs Baseline Data for the X-ray testing to ensure that all computers have

Input Network, P/N 0537 essentIally the same trip level. However, the
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subject to the characteristics of the most sensi-
error threshold is not fixed but is a variable

five computer circuit ry. In addition, the ratio

since having a much lower trip level would tend
-

~~~~

-
to increase the number of circu mventiona and

between trip and error threshold is kept small SHIELD

—eventua lly have an accura cy impact. There-

changes such as increases in circumvention 
/ 0 ~ ~ ~oofore, because the two thresholds are close, 

—

velnerability. 11

error threshold due to aging handling or un-

D

~~~~~

IRAY
known causes could constitute a system /

trip level or decreases in sensitive circuit

I SUPPORTUnder Serve illance, the computers are
tested to assure the stability of the ratio of
error to trip thresholds. The threshold ratio
must be maintained at a level greater than one.
Computers passing throug h the rep air depot are
selected for test based on several criteria in-
cluding operating lifetime, rework of critical

CIRCUMVENTIONmodules, certain produ ction serial numbers
DETECTOR COMPUTE Rwhere the production testing was less frequent , PROBA BILITY ThRESHOLD r MALFUNCTION

1.0
/In the test sequence , the computer is /

and othe r considerations . OF RESPO

,

,

/

[

\

~~~~~~~~ 
4~ 

ThRESHOLD

che cked for functional performance. Then the /
circumvention trip level is determined by /repeated exposures with a flash X-ray machine 

POTENTIALas shown In Fig. 10. The radiation level for 0 V
percent and 100 percent trip s and several points PROBLE M
in between are found. (Trip Is a probabilistic a
event, and occurs at different levels depending EXPOSURE LEVEL

upon what operation the computer is performing
at the time of exposure ., ) The err or threshold
is determined in the same manner except that a Fig. 10. D37D Low Level Prompt Gamma Test
lead shield is placed between the X-ray machine
and the computer In such a manner that the cir-
cumvention detector Is shielded but the sensitive
electronics are directly exposed. If the thresh-
old ratio is greater than one , the computer Is HYPOTHETICAL SYSTEM RESPONSES

not , semiconductor parts are replaced, the com-
puter a~~th tested and then returned to service .

functionally tested and returned to service. If

OVERLAP REGION
The detailed analysis for each tested corn- DETE

puter Is Illustrated in Fig. 11. The parameters i.o
of both trip and error response curves , including PROBABILITY

OF ERROR &slopes and intercepts are calculated from the RECIPROCALdata . In addition, a new calculation of threshold PROBABILITY
ratio is made , i.e. , error threshold divided by OF TRIP

______________________________________________________________________________ 
‘itrip threshold . Thes e five variable s are then c

e~~mined for trends . RADIATION LEVEL

The general form of trend charts is illus-
trated previously In Fig. 5. The measured pa- Fig. 11. Detailed Analysis for arameter of interest is plotted ageIns~ some m dc- Single Computerpendent variable such as total service life,
chronologic age, number of times recycled for
repair , etc . The plots are made for visual
e~~mInation but the trends are obtained by sta- life estimate is obtained from the intersection of
tisticai calculation of the least squares fit of the the trend line and tolerance limits with specifi-
data. Where time or some variable related to cation limits and the known distribution of the
time is the independent variable, the service independent parameters over the total population.
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Several plots of data on the computer are ation hardness have been implemented and are
made. The data obtained prior to Surveillan ce discussed in this paper.
implementation , which constitute the Surveillance
baseline, were obtained from identical tests con- The initial results are encouraging both from
ducted as a part of the Production Hardness the standpoint of yield of usefu l information and
Assurance Program (Ref . (5fl. The data obtained of the continuing hardness of the force. Initial
to date of which Fig. 12 is an example, show test and inspection results have shown only a few
only a slight trend indicatin g little evidence of rather insignificant problems, all of which have
aging or degradation due to handling, been fixed with minimum effort. No major prob-

lems have surfaced. On the other hand, the
effect of Surveillance, by identifying problems

LEGEND and solutions, Is makIng the force better than It
_ _ .  I 90% TOLERANCE LIMIT I

l•90% CONFIOENCE I
3.0 HAVT BASELINE RANGE would be without the Program.

C’ COMPUTER THRESHOLD RATIO I
— TREND LINE j ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

I Any major program like Hardness Surveil-
2.0 ~~~~~~~

-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

______ 
lance requires the efforts and cooperation of

0 many people and organizations. In this case,
° SAMSO and the maj or Minuteman Associate

Contractors , Antonetics and Boeing, have de-

10 ~ 
veloped the program for Ogden ALC Implemen-

0 tation. Credit for program development and
O~~ preparation goes to Capts. Blair Stewart * and

Bob Lawrence of SAMSO/MNNH , assisted by
2 3 4  Henry Hunter , George Clasby, and Harold Straus

OPERATING HOURS (1~~ ) of TRW/No rton with contractor support lead by
Norm Ayres and Keith Hull of Autonetic s and

Fig. 12. Typical Computer Analysis Jer ry Cra m of Boeing. At Ogden , key partici-
Tr end Chart pants have been Bob Mathews, Bob Moore, and

When the analytical results show no par- Fred Zeuthen of TRW , Bob Shiffer of Boeing,
ticu lar trend , the analysis is complete. How- and Ter ry Theret of Sylvania. Other key indi-
ever , the existence of any trend becomes the viduals are Bob J offs, Ogden $iLCS Hardness
beginning of a more detailed analysis involving Program Manager and Bill Bankhead, represent-
the estimation of service life for different Ing Systems Management at Ogden ALC.
levels of confidence , a hardness impact anal- *Corrently at RD~~ M, HQ USAF ,
ysis for the system or subsystem under con- Washington D. C.
sideration , and the interpretation of force
survivability, due to the hardness impact. This
latter effort has as Its purpose the definition of REFERENCE S
the meaning of the degradation trend to provide
guidance of the corrective action required and 1. N.E. Ayres, S. H. Fitch, & D. B. Stewart,
the time to institute such corrective action . Capt. , USAF, “Missile Guidance and Control

System Hardness Surveillance Program,”
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS Proceedings of the 2nd Symposium on Vulner-

ability and Survivability, American Defense
A Surveillance Program has been initiated Prep aredness Association , October 1976

for the Minuteman Weapon System to provide 2. “Minuteman Hardness Surveillance Program
confidence in the continuing hardness of the Plan,” SAMSO Document P- HSP-l. 1-01,
system. The prog ram includes testing and s~i.iso~.i~~ii , Norton AFB, CA, June 30,
~natys1s of various assemb lied and sub- 1976
assemblies from the electronic piece pa rt 3 . - L. Apodaca & G. F. Hughes, “Aging Eff ects
level to the entire Launch Facilit y . Level ~ on Electrical and Radiation Characteristics
assembly was selected by consideration ~f of Discrete Semiconductors , ” IEEE Annual
environment , cost , and information obtained. Conference on Nuclear & Space RadiatIon

Eff ects, July 22 -24, 1972The Prog ram now in the initial implemen ta -
tion phase, is comprised of tests and analysis 4. “Neutron Test Project of the Ogden ALC
oriented to all environments of concern includ ing Hardness Program ,” Autonetics Document
blast , shock, vibration , EMP and nuclea r rad i- C76-361/201 , April 15, 1976
ation environment s. The Program also includ es 5. M. D. Margolis , C. C. Messenger , &
Inspection surveys of both field sit es and main - S. H. Fitch , “Missile Electronic System
tenance depots. A maj or portion of the prog ram Hardness Assurance Program,” IEEE Trans-
field testing is yet to be started , but several actions on Aerosp ace and Electconic Systems ,
tests/inspections primarily concerned with radi- Vol. AES-8, No. 6, November 1962
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